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Some Vignettes from Cosmic Ray History



   Question at end of 19th century

   Does air ionize spontaneously ?





           Solution ?

Discovery of radioactivity 
by Becquerel in 1896



_____________







   Many investigations of 
“ background”  radiation

C. T. R. Wilson
Elster and Geital
Rutherford
A.S. Eve
Schrodinger
Pacini









Viktor Hess

Institut für
Radiumforschung,
Vienna

Preceded by Swiss
balloonist Gockel
who rose to 1000 m



First balloon flights of Viktor Hess

No change in ionization
with altitude













Kolhorster



 



In the early 1920’s the existence of hohenstrahlung was questioned.





Upon further 
 experimentation
Millikan completely
reverses his conclusions!



Hess: Physik. Zeitschr. 27, 159, (1926)

As concerns the publication of Millikan,
cited above, I would like to remark that he
tells a story of the discovery of hohenstrahlung
that could be easily misunderstood.

The recent determination by Millikan and his
colleagues of the high penetrating power of
hohenstrahlung has been an occasion for 
American scientific journals such as “Science”
and “Scientific Monthly” to introduce the term
“Millikan Rays”.  Millikan’s work is only a
confirmation and extension of the results 
obtained by Gockel, by myself , and by 
Kolhorster from 1910 to 1913 using balloon
borne measurements of the rays. To refuse
to acknowledge our work is an error and 
unjustified. 



Milliken believed that the cosmic radiation consisted
of gamma rays,

                                   but:

new experiments and new detection techniques
showed that fore the most part the cosmic radiation
consisted of charged particles.





 



A dramatic result
by Bruno Rossi



Arthur Compton
influenced by Rossi 
organized a world 
wide survey of the
dependence of cosmic
intensity on geomagnetic
latitude. 









William Lawrence

New York Times

December 1932



In 1927 Skobelzyn in Leningrad  found on occasion
high energy particles in his study of Compton
scattering with a cloud chamber.  
              Zeit. f  Physik 43 354 (1927) 



                       1933

Blackett and Occhialini expand
the cloud chamber when a
Geiger counter array detects
a cosmic ray.  Half the photos
contain cosmic ray events –
many as showers of particles. 

In these showers there are equal
numbers of negative and positive
particles



_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________





Shared with Carl
Anderson for the
discovery of the
positive electron
in the cosmic rays

“For your discovery of  cosmic radiation”



Discovery of extensive
air showers.



Decoherence curve at the Jungfraujoch

 Auger and collaborators

Coincidences at 300 m require
primary cosmic ray particles
with energies ~ 1015 eV



       Cosmic Ray Conference 
University of Chicago  July 1939



Fermi’s theory
for acceleration
of cosmic rays





By 1952 a large number of new particles
had been discovered in the cosmic radiation





Organized by Louis Leprince-Ringuet and Patrick Blackett







1953 after Bagneres de Bigorre

Subatomic physics  → accelerators

Cosmic Rays → space* 

* but on the surface for the highest energies !



Sub-atomic physics today!



12

Malargue 

High Energy Cosmic Rays today 3000 km2
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